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Dropside Options
We understand that there are different ways that patients must be transported and 
procedures performed. Safety comes first, which is why we've developed a selection of side 
rail options, to ensure you can have the right outcome for your department's requirements.

Dropside Options Dropside Padding
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Dropside Options
There are a range of dropside options available to customise any stretcher to suit your 
special requirements.

Key Benefits
Multi-riser dropside options for closer spacings
Split fold option for safer patient access
Horizontal rail designs for longitudinal support

 
Flush folding option for mattress transfer or x-ray
Mid position lock option for easier patient access
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Dropside Options

16 riser dropsides
Close up the spacing's to 100mm centers 
with extra risers for a safe side rail for 
patients requiring extra support.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot or foot end towards head (pictured).

7 riser dropsides
Close up the spacing's to 250mm centers 
with extra risers for a safe side rail for 
patients requiring extra support.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot (pictured) or foot end towards head.

Split folding dropsides
Enhance access to either the head or 
foot end of the patient without 
compromising safety.

Fold all four sections down together or 
independently. Supplied standard with 
mid-position catches.

Flush folding dropsides
Fold down the dropsides to flush with 
trolley top, allowing slide transfer of 
mattress or horizontal x-ray.

Uses the slim aluminium handrail 
section. Choice of folding from head end 
towards foot (pictured) or foot end 
towards head on any dropside riser 
configuration.

Mid-position lock
Pair of catches with a mid locking 
position for special access to the patient.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot (pictured) or foot end towards head. 
Supplied standard on split dropsides.

Deluxe dropsides
Full length glide-away siderails that 
provide horizontal support and a zero 
transfer gap.

Why Buy
We understand that there are different ways that patients 
must be transported and procedures performed. Safety comes 
first, which is why we've developed a selection of side rail 
options, to ensure you can have the right outcome for your 
department's requirements.

Product Codes
16 riser dropsides - MPT-CA-16RD

7 riser dropsides - MPT-CA-7RD

Split fold dropsides - MPT-CA-SDS

Flush fold dropsides - MPT-CA-FFD

Mid position lock - MPT-CA-CMP

Deluxe dropsides - MPT-C-D
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Dropside Padding
Provide extra protection for recovering patients with a selection of padded bumper 
systems for stretcher dropsides.

Key Benefits
Stiff board backed bumper system
Lift and roll feature allowing use without removal
Quick install pocket system

 
25mm high density padding
Welded cover materials for easy cleaning
Sizes to fit any dropside style
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Dropside Padding

Padded Bumpers
Stiff plastic backed bumpers with welded 
stretch padding that resists high limb 
force.

Unique access
Lift and roll to the outside of the 
dropside, allowing raise and lowering 
without removal.

Wall hanging point incorporated for easy 
storage.

Padded Pockets
Tough vinyl padding on both sides of the 
dropsides protecting both the patient 
and carer.

Removable design
Unclip and quickly lift off for unrestricted 
patient access and easy cleaning.

Sizing options
Both bumpers and pockets can be 
supplied as full length versions or to fit 
different dropside styles.

Why Buy
A recovering or restless patient can cause themselves serious 
harm on the metal risers and rails of standard dropsides. We 
have developed some ways for the carer to quickly and easily 
increase the level of protection and provide a soft, padded 
surface for patients limbs. Our board system can be flipped to 
the outside of the stretcher allowing the dropsides to be raised 
and lowered without having to remove the bumpers from the 
trolley. Pockets can slide on over the dropside which are quick 
to use, however must be removed to lower the sides.

Product Codes
Padded Bumpers (pair); MPT-CA-PDB-P

Padded Pockets (pair); MPT-CA-PDB-D
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Notes
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